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Abstract 

The over nine decades of Spanish colonization of Western Sahara had posited quite a 
number of challenges towards full decolonization of the Sahrawis people. The Sahrawis 

occupy a thin strip area called Bir-Lehlou and the refugee camp of Tindouf near Algeria. 

The proclamation by the Polisario Front as the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic 
(SADR) was the outcome of the Madrid Accords of November, 14, 1975 leading to the 

partial independence of the Sahrawis people on 27th February, 1976. However, the 
Spanish evacuation of the Spanish Sahara in 1975 led to Morocco and Mauritania to 

annex the territory of Western Sudan, a factor that led the Polisario Front to proclaim the 

Morroco-controlled city of el-Aaiun as its capital. It should be noted that the Sahrawis has 
since been beclouded with the smoke screens of exploitation, deprivation and 

dehumanization from Morocco and Mauritania who still consider the area as buffer zone 
or the Southern Provinces. However, the Sahrawis through their struggle for full 

decolonization, still wanted to be identified with their self-rule as the Moroccan 

government threat on integrating themto their side or the area remains a free zone or 
buffer zone. This thus consequent on the series of settlement Plans by the United Nation as 

there was no any international recognition to the Polisario Front independence with the 

exception of African Union. A development that culminated in the continued struggles for 
the decolonization of the Sahrawi people by the Polisario Front even with the withdrawal 

of Morocco from African Union in 1984. It is against this prism that this paper attempt to 
examine issues and challenges in the struggles for the decolonization of Western Sahara. 

For proper comprehension, this paper is fragmented to discuss the following. The first 

part explored the introduction giving a general overview to the topic. The second part 
dwelled on the conceptual clarification of key words, while third part examined the 

background to the study area. Section four of the paper looks at the effort of Polisario 
Front as a nationalist movement. The fifth section investigated the challenges in the 

struggles for the decolonization of Western Sahara with specific reference to Sahrawi 

people. Sixthly, it examine some prospects of the movements. The last depicts the 
conclusion and some recommendations. 

Key words: Challenges, Decolonization, Sahrawi, Polisario Front, Western 

Sahara 
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Introduction 

The Sahrawi struggles and strides for decolonization were the end results of the 

discountenance of the partition of African nations on a round table in the Berlin 

conference that started in 1884 and ended in 1885.1 This phenomenon was one 

of the factors that led to the birth of Pan-Africa decolonization process or 

nationalist movements in African. This strategy in Western Sahara was also 

manifested as the Spanish colonial rule began to unravel with the general wave 

of decolonization after the Second World War. Former North Africa and sub-

Sahara African possessions and protectorates gained independence from 

European powers. Spanish decolonization proceeded more slowly, but internal 

political and social pressures.2 

Therefore, Western Sahara decolonization struggles is a similitude of the 

erstwhile early nationalistic movements that sought for the consciousness of 

African nations from the clutches of colonial bandage. Although, the Sahrawi 

movement inherent characteristic features of decolonization are marred with 

internal challenges than external forces. This therefore made decolonization a 

complex issue. 

Decolonization as a nationalist movement is the socio-economic and political 

awareness and consciousness of the people of Africa of all creeds and origins 

towards the eradication or condemnation of all forms of domination or 

colonialism among and in African countries. This movement had its strong 

                                                 

1 J.H Overfield, Sources of Twentieth Century Global History, Houghton Muffin 

Company, University of Vermont, U.S.A, 2002, p.1. 

2 J. Erik, Western Sahara: Anatomy of a Stalemate, International Peace Studies, 2005. 
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roots in the 1920s and immediately after the Second World War of 19391945.3 

The movements for the decolonization of African nations were later facilitated 

by the United Nation Universal Declaration of 1948 which recognised nations 

under colonial influence for self-autonomy.4 The above background is a 

similitude of the contemporary struggles of the Sahrawi people’s liberation 

movement leading to the partial independence of Western Sahara in February, 

27, 1976.5 However, the case of Sahrawi differs to some extent as it is marred 

with myriads of internal and external challenges inhibiting the success of their 

decolonization process. 

It is essential to note that efforts have been geared by the Polisario Fronts 

through Sahrawi liberation movements, but Morroco insistence on the control 

of the Sahrawi area still remain complex. This is largely probably because of 

the discovery of some economic potentialities and its proximity to the oceanic 

river advantages that attracts Western states interests. Oliver and Atmore 

extolled that only in the last few years that oil and natural-gas fields been found 

under the desert (Sahara Desert).6This development must have probably been 

responsible for the refusal of Morroco to grant absolute autonomy to Sahrawi. 

It should be noted that the Spanish evacuation of colonial rule in Spanish 

Sahara in 1975 led Morocco and Mauritania to annex the territory of Western 

                                                 

3 Ibid... 

4 Ibid...p.240 

5 S. Toby, Endgame in the Western Sahara: What Future for Africa’s Last Colony, 
Zed Books, 2004. An extraction from the internet, April, 2015. 

6 R. Oliver and A. Atmore, Africa since 1800, Second Edition, Cambridge University 

Press, London, 1972, p.1. 
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Sahara, an area predominantly occupied by the Sahrawis. This remains the 

major factor inhibiting the Polisario Front liberation movement under the 

Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic to proclaim the Morroco- controlled city of 

El-Aaiun as its capital.7With both internal and external challenges, the Sahrawi 

Arab Democratic Republic still attach primordial loyalty, ethnic and political 

chauvinism to El-Aaiun and Tindouf in Western Sahara as their claimed 

territory. These scoundrel ideas displays and exhibits by Morocco and 

Mauritania remains some of the disenchantment and challenges inhibiting the 

Sahrawi people for full decolonization. Although, there existed series of 

settlement Plans brokered by United Nation, but were still challenged by 

overseas politico-economic interests in support of Morocco and Mauritania. 

Thus, despite the series of settlement Plans by the United Nation, the Moroccan 

occupations of Western Sahara had been stopped as there was no any 

international recognition to the Polisario Front claims of independence except 

by African Union. However, pressure from Organisation of African Unity 

(O.A.U)culminated in the withdrawal of Morocco from African Union in 

1984.8 

Conceptual Clarification 

Decolonization: There are quite a number of explanations regarding the term 

decolonization as variedly defined by different authors in different 

perspectives. Fanon defined decolonization as a violent phenomenon. 

Although, there is more to the definition than its abrupt limitation to violence. 

He added that decolonization is quite simply the replacing of certain “species” 

                                                 

7 Internet extraction retrieved in April, 2015. 

8 Ibid... 
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of men. Without any period of transition, there is total, complete and absolute 

substitution.9 In addition, decolonization is more perceived to violence 

emancipation that to any constitutional arrangement for independence. 

Decolonization is set up to change the order of the world, is, obviously, a 

programme of complete disorder. But it cannot come as a result of magical 

practices, nor of a natural shock, nor a friendly understanding. Fanon 

substantiated further that decolonization is the meeting of two forces opposed 

to each other by their very nature which in fact owe their originality to that sort 

of sub stantification which results from and is nourished by the situation in the 

colonies.10 He concluded that the naked truth of decolonization evokes for us 

the searing of bullets and blood-stained knives which emanate from it.11 

In another dimension, Ogundiya and Amzat sees decolonization as a campaign 

or movement against colonial rule. It is a process of bringing an end to foreign 

domination.12The writers explain further that decolonization is equal to 

nationalism. Therefore, decolonization can be described in the light of 

nationalist movement, as the socio-economic and political awareness and 

consciousness of the people of Africa of all creeds and origins, towards the 

eradication or condemnation of all forms of domination or colonialism among 

                                                 

9 F. Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, The Chaucer Press Ltd, Great Britain, 1980, 

p.27. 

10 Ibid...pp.27-28 

11 Ibid.p.28. 

12 I.S Ogundiya and J. Amzat, The Basics of Social Sciences, Malthouse Press Ltd, 

Lagos, 2012, pp.297-298. 
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African countries.13 It is of pertinent to construe that decolonization of the 

                                                 

13 J. S Coleman, Nigeria: Background to Nationalism, California: University of 

California, 1960. 
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Sahrawi people is distinct from the early nationalistic movement, but with close 

resemblance from the warm acceptance they still receives from African Union 

and Algeria. 

Background of Western Sahara 

The geography of the northern half of Africa is dominated by the Sahara desert. 

Throughout its vast area, 1,700 miles from north to south and nearly 5,000 

from east and west, rainfall is less than 5 inches a year. Except round a few 

oases, where underground supplies of water reach the surface, the only people 

living there until modern times have been nomadic herdsmen.14 In the desert 

and north of it live Berbers and Arabs, fair-skinned peoples of Caucasian 

stock.15 The Sahara, therefore, has been a barrier against large scale migrations. 

But it has not stopped the movement of small men carrying their ideas and 

skills from one side to the other. It is against this background that the Sahrawi 

people of Western Sahara is inclusive inhabiting the area with the Morocco and 

others. 

Ayandele opined that two broadly administrative and political systems were to 

be found in the Maghreb in the opening years of the nineteenth century. On one 

hand was the independent Maghreb el-Aksa (Morocco) under the Sherifian 

dynasty of the Alawites or the Filali, a dynasty found in the 1649. On the other, 

were the semi-independent administrations of the Regencies of Algeria, Tunisia 

                                                 

14 Op.cit..R. Oliver and A. Atmore... p.1. 

15 Ibid.. See also M. Kwaire, A History of Tuareg Migration from Niger Republic to 
Sokoto: 1900-1985, Ibadan University Press, 2014, pp.5-17. See also the work H.T 

Norris, Sahara Myth and Saga, Oxford, 1972, p. 3-6. 
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and Libya, under the effete suzerainty of the Sudan.16 It is pertinent to 

                                                 

16 E.A Ayandele, The Magrib in the Nineteenth Century, in J.C Anene and G.N Brown, 

African in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, Ibadan University Press, 1999, 

p.181. 
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recognise that the people of the region including the Sahrawi people of the 

Western Sahara are equally found sharing common characteristics and socio-

cultural formation because of the influence of Islam. It was also revealed that 

Nomadic Berbers, mainly of the Senhaja/Zenaga tribal confederation, inhabited 

the areas now known as Western Sahara, southern Morocco, Mauritania and 

south-western Algeria, before Islam arrived in the 8th century A.D.17 The above 

background statement was also corroborated in the work of Oliver and Atmore 

that, before the Islamic invasion of the eighth century, the Berber inhabitants of 

the Magrib had no form or emblem of unity. But when the majority of them 

had embraced Islam, they came to have a mystical reverence for the Prophet 

Mohammad and all his descendant.18 

The Sahrawi19 are people living in the western part of the Sahara desert which 

includes Western Sahara claimed by the Polisario Front and mostly controlled 

by Morocco. The Sahrawi culture is mixed, showing mainly Berber-Tuareg 

characteristics. The Sahrawis are composed of many tribes and are largely 

speakers of the Hassaniya dialect of Arabic, and some of them still speak 

Berber in both Morocco’s disputed and non-disputed territories.20 

The Western Sahara territory in the Maghreb region of North Africa, bordered 

by Morocco to the north, Algeria to the extreme northeast, Mauritania to the 

east and south, and the Atlantic Ocean to the west. Its surface area amount to 

                                                 

17 The extraction from the internet retrieved in April 2015. 

18 Ibid... 

19 The Arabic word Sahrawi literally means” Someone from the Desert” and it also 

pronounced in similar and different ways. 

20 An extraction from the internet retrieved in April, 2015. 
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266,000 square kilometres (103,000sq miles). It is one of the most sparsely 

populated territories in the world, mainly consisting of desert flatlands. The 

population is estimated at just over 500,000, of whom nearly 40% live in El 

Aiaiun (also spelled Laayoune), the largest city in Western Sahara.21 

Polisario Front as Liberation or Nationalist Movements 

Numerous efforts has been geared by the Polisario Front in extending the 

frontier of the decolonization of the Sahrawi people from Morocco and other 

European nations whose interest remain unbridled since 1976, when the 

Sahrawi Democratic Arab Republic was proclaimed. Although, series of 

negotiation has been advanced, but stalled by Morocco’s interest for continue 

dcolonization of the region. The Polisario Front under its liberation movement 

has won formal recognition for Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic from 53 

states, and was extended membership in the African Union. In April 1976, 

when the Western Sahara was partitioned between Morocco and Mauritania, 

with Morocco acquiring the northern two-thirds of the territory, the Polisario 

Front did not relent on their oars for the independence process of the Sahrawi 

people. Gradually, the movements gathered momentum and developed violent 

dispositions. They therefore organised a guerrilla warfare for their struggles. 

When Mauritania, under the pressure from Polisario guerrillas, abandoned all 

claims to its portion in August 1979, Morocco moved to occupy that sector 

shortly thereafter and has since asserted administrative control over the whole 

territory. The official Morocco government name for Western Sahara is the 

“Southern Province,” consisting of the Rio de Oro and Saguia el-Hamra 

                                                 

21 J. Erik, Western Sahara: Anatomy of a Stalemate, International Peace Studies, 2005. 
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regions.22 

In an attempt to resist internal colonialism instituted on Sahrawi people by 

Morocco government as advocated by other Western world, the Polisario Front 

liberation movement were branded as terrorists. The action failed to gain 

acceptance from the United States, European Union, African Union, and 

United Nation. This is because the Polisario Front leaders are ideologically 

opposed to terrorism, and insist that collective punishment and forced 

disappearance among Sahrawi civilians should be considered state terrorism on 

the part of Morocco.23 Against the foregoing background, the Sahrawis people 

international activists under the Polisario Front liberation movement from 

Spain, Italy, and others mainly European countries demonstrated against the 

Morocco Wall at several years. As part of the Polisario Front nationalist 

liberation movement, these actions remains, and were continued to be closely 

monitored by the United Nation. 

In addition, the Polisario Front as a nationalist movements established the 

Polisario forces to fight the scourge inhibiting their full decolonization. The 

Polisario Front forces of the Sahrawi People’s Liberation Army (S.P.L.A) in 

the area are divided into seven military regions, each controlled by a top 

commander reporting to the President of the proclaimed Sahrawi Arab 

Democratic Republic. The total size of the Polisario’s guerrilla army present in 

this area is unknown, but it is believed to number a few thousand men, despite 

many combatants being demobilized due to the cease-fire.

                                                 

22 Extraction from the internet retrieved in April 2015. 

23 Ibid...p.30. 
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The above phenomenal struggles by the Polisario Front towards the 

decolonization of Sahrawi people of Western Sahara still continues as a result 

of non-recognition of their independence. It is against the above background 

that the challenges inhibiting the decolonization of Sahrawi people of Western 

Sahara will be discussed. 

The Challenges in the Struggles for the Decolonization of Sahrawi People 

Quite a number of challenges have been faced by Sahrawi people in the bid and 

struggles for full decolonization of their region. Those challenges both internal 

and external, but most fundamentally, the obstacles and challenges posed are 

by Morocco, Mauritania, United States, some European nations, and 

international organizations were critical indeed. 

Nature of its Geographical Location: The nature and pattern of the settlement 

of Sahrawi people in Western Sahara area as an enclave, landlocked by 

Morocco, Mauritania and Algeria is one of the internal challenges. The 

Western Sahara is a disputed territory in the Maghreb region of North Africa, 

bordered by Morocco to the north, Algeria to the extreme northeast, Mauritania 

to the east and south, and the Atlantic Ocean to the west. It can be argued that 

the Sahrawi area still remain undefined geographically as Morocco insistence 

to control the region persist even with the United Nation intervention. In 

another dimension, it is worthy of note that the Atlantic Ocean part of the 

boundary area is exposing the Sahrawi to continuous international trade 

relations which thereby making the area more susceptible to European and U.S 

interests. Therefore, the landlocked nature of the Sahrawi region has posited 

quite a number of inhibitions which made the Morocco and Mauritania 

interests in the internal colonization even with the evacuation of the Spanish 

rule more difficult. Although, the Sahrawi people still has continuous military 

and economic supports of the Algeria government. This supports is based and 
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premised largely on two major factors. Firstly, is on the high concentration of 

Sahrawi people along Algeria, and secondly, on the degree of continuous 

exploitation they suffered from Morocco internal colonialism.24The nationalist 

movement of the Polisario Front is based in Algeria, where it is responsible for 

the Tindouf refugee camps.25 

Dynamic of Ethnic differences and cleavages: Ethnicity differences and 

prejudices is also one of the internal challenges undermining the movement for 

the full decolonization of Western Sahara. The Western Sahara area is 

dominated by different ethnic groups, these includes the Hassaniya Arabic 

(immigrants), Berber languages, modern standard Arabic and Spanish. The 

Hassaniya ethnic group entered the domains of the Sanhaja berbers, and over 

the following centuries imposed itself upon them, intermixing with the 

population in the process. The Berbers attempt to shake off the rule of Arab 

warrior tribes occurred sporadically, but assimilation gradually won out. 

It should be noted that the modern ethnic group is thus mainly Berber with 

Arabs as an additional ethnicity whose cultural volume is bigger than its 

genetic one. The birth of the differences was majorly the preoccupation of the 

Spanish and French colonial administration of the North Africa nations. Nnoli 

argued that the colonialists began to categorise African linguistic groups as 

tribes and attribute to them differences in culture and way of life.26This 

                                                 

24 This is a critical observation deduced from general study of Morocco- Sahrawi 

people’s relation. Sayad narrated his bitter experiences depicting aspects of Sahrawi 

culture. Sayad’s work tells a consistent story, one that draws on his experience of 

protracted conflict and life under Morocco occupation. 

25 Extracted from the internet and retrieved in April 2015. 

26 O. Nnoli, Ethnic Politics in Nigeria, Fourth Dimension Publishers, 1978, p.3. 
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phenomenon therefore made allegiance and acknowledgement of one official 

language more difficult and a serious challenge that inhibited the Sahrawi 

people to speak in one voice towards the decolonization process. This is 

because ethnic groups are social formations distinguished by the communal 

character of their boundaries.27 The danger posited by the scourge of ethnicity 

can never be overemphasised as Fanon aptly explained that tribalism occupied 

an important place in this racist ideology of colonialism28 and had therefore 

created unending cleavages as evidence in the case of Sahrawi decolonization. 

It can be argued that the Hassaniya Sahrawi society was completely tribal, 

organized in a complex web of shifting alliances and tribal confederations, with 

no stable and centralized governing authority.29In addition, the colonial 

experiences in the region is also a factor challenging the decolonization of the 

Sahrawi with two dominant inherited colonial languages- French and Spanish. 

Although, the Hassaniya Arab is spoken all over the region. This fact remain 

one of the internal challenges face by the Sahrawi people in their 

decolonization struggles to attain full independence. 

Scattered nature of the Sahrawi People: Due to instability arising from tribal 

and ideological differences among the Sahrawi people, they are found scattered 

all over Western Sahara region, and thus made consolidative effort ineffective. 

It could be adduced that the Sahrawi population are centred in southern 

Morocco, Western Sahara, northern Mali, Mauritania and in the Tindouf 

                                                 

27 Ibid...p.5. 

28 F. Fanon, Towards the African Revolution, New York, Grove Press,(n.d), p.3. 

29 Op.cit... p.50. 
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Province of Algeria, where large concentration of refugees from Western 

Sahara are located.30The scattered nature of the Sahrawi people under was 

made complex and compounded by the inability of the liberation movement to 

easily and swiftly mobilize collective force towards eradication of the 

predominant Morocco political domination. 

The nature of Morocco political administration: This is one the internal 

factors militating against the full decolonization of the Sahrawi people of 

Western Sahara since 1963, when the independence of Morocco was 

recognized by the Western states. It is pertinent to recognize that the 

sovereignty over Western Sahara is contested between Morocco and the 

Polisario Front and its legal status remains unresolved. The United Nations 

considers it to be a “Non-Self-Governing Territory”.31 At the initial stage, 

Morocco is administered by a bicameral parliament under a constitutional 

monarchy.32 The last elections to the parliament’s lower house were deemed 

reasonably free and fair by international observers. Certain powers, such as the 

capacity to appoint the government and to dissolve parliament, remain in the 

hands of the monarch. And thus made the full decolonization of the Sahrawi 

much difficult, even within the ambit of Morocco government and the complex 

nature of the settlement of the Sahrawi peoples. 

The Morocco controlled parts of Western Sahara are divided into several 

provinces that are treated as integral parts of the kingdom. The Morocco 

                                                 

30 Extraction from the internet retrieved in May 2015. 

31 Ibid... 

32 Op.cit.. J.C Anene and G. N Brown. See also N. Barbour (eds), A Survey of North 
West Africa, Oxford University, Press, 1959. 
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government heavily subsidizes the Sahara provinces under its control with cut-

rate fuel and related subsidies, to appease nationalist dissent and attract 

immigrants from Sahrawis and other communities into Morocco proper. It is on 

these basis that the Morocco government views it as a no-man’s land patrolled 

by UN troops. And the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic government whose 

troops also patrol the area have proclaimed a village in the area, Bir Lehlou, as 

Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic’s provisional capital.33 

Variation in Colonial incursion and experiences: It should be noted that 

outlying countries of Morocco, Mauritania and Algeria colonial experiences34 

are the greatest external impetus militating against the full decolonization of 

the Sahrawi people. This is borne out of differential colonial experience and 

pattern of conquest and administration. It can be argued that French and 

Spanish colonial governments gradually introduced varying force, they 

imposed their own system of government and education over these territories, 

exposing the native populations to differing colonial experiences.35 

In Algeria, the population were subjected to direct French rule leading to 

massive settlement of French and European immigrants.36 The Mauritania 

people also experienced a French non-settler colonial administration which 

deliberately overturned the existing social order. In southern Morocco, France 

                                                 

33 Extraction from the internet, retrieved in April 2015. 

34 Op.cit...J.C Anene and G. Brown ............ pp.181-215 See also R. Oliver and A. 

Atmore.... 

35 Ibid ..pp. 207-213. 

36 Ibid. 
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upheld indirect rule through the Sultanate in some areas, while Spain exercised 

direct administration in other. The phenomenal changes in the scheme of 

colonial distinct administrations of Morocco had adversely affected the 

outlying nation like the Sahrawi people living them in complete state of 

confusion and at the mercy of numerous experiences. The phenomenal 

experiences in governance tend to introduce different ideological behaviours 

and patterns towards the struggles for Sahrawi people’s decolonization process. 

By the time of decolonization between 1950s and 1970s, Sahrawi in all 

different territories had inherited roughly a generation or more of distinct 

experiences37 as a result of distinct colonial incursion. 

The Stalling of United Nation referendum and settlement Plan: The United 

Nation Organization was formed in 1945 as an offshoot of the League of 

Nation to maintain world security, peaceful co-existence and harmonious 

relations among people and nations of the all over the world. It has severally 

intervened in both internal and external affairs of African nation’s 

decolonization process and many more issues. More also, with the introduction 

of United Nation Universal Declaration of 1947, the U.N has brokered peace 

between the Polisario Front Liberation Movement and Morocco, but without 

desired result. 

It is worthy to recognise that the Polisario Front restricts its claims to the 

colonially defined Western Sahara, holding no claim to Sahrawi populated 

Tarfaya strip in Morocco, or any part of the Mauritania. For instance, since 

1979, the Polisario Front has been recognized by the United Nation as the 

representative of the people of Western Sahara. However, in 1991, there is a 

                                                 

37 Ibid.p.8. 
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cease-fire between Morocco and Polisario, but disturbances in Morocco-held 

territory, guarantees continued United Nation involvement and occasional 

international attention to the issue. The United Nation peace plan was faulted 

due to her inability to forcefully eject Morocco rule from the acclaimed area of 

the Sahrawi people since 27th February, 2015. This was made difficult because 

of the United States and European economic interests in Western Sahara area 

where the Morocco and the Sahrawi people cohabits. The Western Sahara has 

been on the United Nation list of non-self-governing territories since 1963 after 

the full recognition of Morocco independence. This is because Morocco 

remains the most populous territory on the list, and by far the largest in area. In 

1965, the United Nation General Assembly adopted its first resolution on 

Western Sahara, asking Spain to decolonize the territory. One year later, a new 

resolution on Western Sahara was passed by the General Assembly requesting 

that a referendum be held by Spain on self-determination.38 

The referendum, originally scheduled for 1992, foresaw giving the local 

population the option between independence of affirming integration with 

Morocco, but was stalled. In 1997, the Houston Agreement attempted to revive 

the proposal for a referendum, but likewise it was frustrated. However, as of 

2010, negotiation over terms of reference for settlement have not resulted in 

any substantive action. Meanwhile, the Polisario Front still insisted on a 

referendum with independence as a clear option, without offering a solution to 

the problem of who is qualified to be registered to participate in it.39However, 

the introduction of James Baker plan who visited all sides and produced the 

                                                 

38 Extraction from the internet and retrieved April, 2015.p.19. 

39 Ibid...p.23. 
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document known as the “Baker Plan”. But, Baker resigned his post at the 

United Nations in 2004, his term did not see the crisis resolved. And thus the 

conflicts for struggle for the full decolonization of Sahrawi continues with their 

unending challenges. 

Foreign Relations: The Morocco foreign relations with the Western world 

could also be attributed to be one of the external factors inhibiting Sahrawi full 

decolonization of Western Sahara. There are many reasons why foreign powers 

have chosen to establish relations with Morocco. These factors are important to 

analyse because it shows that relationships are based on specific 

considerations. For example, Morocco had to be perceived as a democracy 

before receiving major loans and investments from western states. Morocco is a 

member of the United Nation and belongs to the Arab League, Arab Magrib 

Union (UMA), Organization of Islamic Cooperation (O.I.C), the Non-Aligned 

Movement and the Community of Sahel-Saharan States. Morocco’s 

relationship vary greatly between African, Arab and Western States. Morocco 

has had strong ties to the West in order to gain economic and political benefits. 

Her relations was improved by the erstwhile colonial rulers, with France and 

Spain remained the primary trade partners,40 as well as the primary creditors 

and foreign investors in Morocco. From the total foreign investments in 

Morocco, the European Union invests approximately 73.5%, whereas, the 

Arabs world invests only 19.3%. Many countries from the Gulf and Magrib 

regions are getting more involved in large scale development projects in 

Morocco. The foreign relations have had a significant impact on economic and 

social development in Morocco.

                                                 

40 Ibid... J.C Anene and G.N Brown... 
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Prospects of the Movements 

Still with unending struggles for decolonization of Sahrawi people, there are 

inherent prospects evidence from the challenges. The relentless efforts 

manifested by the Polisario Front as the only nationalist movements illustrated 

the impact and has shown to the world of the last colony in Africa that still 

remain under internal colonialism. This has continue to usher in new 

deliberation to create a viable policy statement by international organisation 

particularly the U.N.O as to eradicate all forms of colonialism in the world. 

With the A.U supports, the phenomenon had led to unending dialogue in the 

region of North Africa, particularly among the Morocco, Mauritania, Algeria 

and the Sahrawi people. 

Albeit, the Algeria military and financial supports for the decolonization of 

Sahrawi people has been remarkable in the 21st century. Since the evacuation 

of Spanish rule in Morocco, and the partial proclamation of independence by 

Sahrawi people of the Polisario Front in 1976, the Algeria had never relent in 

their support towards full decolonization of Western Sahara. The Morocco has 

repeatedly tried to get Algeria into bilateral negotiations, based on its view of 

Polisario as the cat’s paw of the Algeria military. The Algeria government has 

consistently refused, claiming it has neither the will nor the right to negotiate 

on behalf of the Polisario Front. In this regard, demonstration and riots by 

supporters of independence and/ or a referendum broke out in the Morocco 

controlled parts of Western Sahara in May 2005 and in parts of southern 

Morocco of Assa town. The proindependence Sahrawi sources, including the 

Poliario, have given these demonstration the name” Independence Intifada.”41

                                                 

41 Ibid...p.26. 
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Conclusion 

The paper has examined the challenges militating against full decolonization of 

the Sahrawi people of Western Sudan, particularly from 1956 when self-

government was declared in Morocco by the Spanish. Quite a number of 

internal and external factors are identified as the challenges which inhibited the 

Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic acclaimed independence of 27th February, 

1976 under the Polisario Front liberation movement. Since then, the Sahrawis 

had occupied a thin strip area called Bir-Lehlou and the refugee camp of 

Tindouf near Algeria where it exhibits her partial governance. The self-

autonomy was not in the interests of Morocco whose insistence was for 

continued internal colonization of the Sahrawi. It is also adequate to note that, 

the over nine decades of Spanish colonization of Western Sahara, the Sahrawi 

had experienced quite a number of challenges from Morocco and Mauritania 

and being struggling for absolute decolonization. The proclamation by the 

Polisario Front as the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR) was the 

outcome of the Madrid Accords of November, 14, 1975 leading to the partial 

independence of the Sahrawis people on 27th February, 1976. However, the 

Spanish evacuation of the Spanish Sahara in 1975 led to Morocco and 

Mauritania to subsequently annex the territory of Western Sudan, a factor that 

led the Polisario Front to proclaim the Morroco-controlled city of el-Aaiun as 

its capital. This action by the Sahrawi remains the bone of contention which 

attracted the attention of international organizations and western states. 

It is against this prism that the struggle of the Sahrawi for decolonization from 

Morocco was acknowledged by the African Union as its cardinal objective as 

to eradicate all forms of colonialism and domination in Africa. However, the 

resultant effect was withdrawal of Morocco from OAU now AU in 1984. The 

Sahrawis through their struggle for full decolonization, still wanted to be 

identified with their self-rule as the Moroccan government threat on integrating 
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them to their side or the area remains a free zone or buffer zone. But the 

Sahrawis Arab Democratic Republic still attach their primordial loyalty, ethnic 

and political chauvinism to El-Aaiun and Tindouf in Western Sahara. These 

scoundrel ideas displays and exhibits by Morocco and Mauritania remains 

some of the disenchanting challenges leading to the inhibition of the Sahrawis 

people for full decolonization. 

The paper recommends that strenuous efforts should be put in place through 

collective struggles by United Nation, African Union and others to ensure the 

total freedom of the Western Sahara. This will be achieved by enforcement of 

their political wills on Morocco to cease from internal domination of the 

Sahrawi people as the only last colony in Africa. This is because the cardinal 

principle and objective of international organizations is to respect the territorial 

integrity and aspirations of people seeking inclusion and non-inclusion in their 

area. If the will of the Sahrawi people is to be respected by ensuring 

independence, definitely the menace of unending violence in Western Sahara, 

and the objective of international organization to maintain world peace in the 

area and beyond would be achieved. 
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